Thunder Stealer is about a group of demigods.

Well one specific demigod and their two friends.

This is a story that’s old as time. This is a story that’s new. This is a story that’s familiar. This is a story that’s central to (some of) our childhoods.

It begins when a young demigod gets expelled from high school. As he travels to a camp just for demigods, his mother is killed by a minotaur. Once at camp he learns that the god of the underworld stole his mother, but he has a plan to get her back! Three young demigods go on a road trip where they encounter monsters, misfortune and even mystery — a stolen lightning bolt!?  

*AKA STORM SNATCHER AKA HURRICANE Hooligan AKA Bolt BURGLAR*
CHARACTERS

P: Child of the sea god. Alleged thief. Silly goofy mood!


G: Child of the god of the wild. Loyal and kind.

And an ensemble of 9 or more others!

Intimacy/ Violence

Any intimacy can be reworked to fit the actors’ comfort. Some campy fights included.

As a team we are committed to making this process as transparent and accessible as possible! We will be giving everyone the opportunity to indicate desired roles, none of which have a designated gender. Please request any accommodations so we can ensure the space is safe for all. If you have questions, or would like to join our production team, please contact samuelkim2022@u.northwestern.edu - we can’t wait to see you audition!